Introduction.
A function j>(t) defined on (0, oo) which satisfies (-l)n<f>(n)(t) 2:0 for all r>0 and n = 0, 1,... is called completely monotonie on (0, co). The classical theorem of Bernstein states that 0(r) is completely monotonie on (0, oo) if and only if <f>(t) has a representation of the form (See e.g. Widder [6] .) A considerable number of extensions and generalizations of the above result have been given. After a suitable change of variable the integral transform (1.1) can be written as a convolution on (-oo, co) and is a special case of a large class of convolution transforms which can be inverted by means of a sequence of differential operators. For the special case (1.1) this inversion reduces to when dp.(x) =f(x) dx and mild conditions are imposed on / The convolution transforms are studied extensively in Hirschman and Widder [2] . Equation (1.1) is also a special case of representation theorems obtained by Choquet [1] (see also Phelps [5] and references therein) for functions which are alternating of order oo. For such classes of functions it is shown that the extremal functions are those for which cf>(t + s) = (f>(t)<p(s) and that semigroup operations play an important role. If we consider the convex set of completely monotonie functions on (0, oo) such that </>(0 + ) = 1 then the extreme points of this set are the functions <f>x(t) = e~xt for x^0. Various other extensions and numerous applications are available in the literature.
The purpose of this paper is to consider a class of generalized completely monotonie functions on (0, oo), defined in terms of certain differential inequalities and to establish a representation theorem and an inversion formula analogous to (1.1) and (1.2).
The basic definitions and the theorems are stated in §2. §3 contains some preliminary lemmas which may be of independent interest while the proofs of the main theorems are contained in §4.
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor Samuel Karlin for introducing him to the subject material of the paper. Thanks are also due to Professor James W. Yackel for a number of helpful discussions and comments.
2. Definitions and statement of theorems. Let {wt(t)}{i0 be an infinite sequence of functions which are positive on [0, co), each of class C °° [0, oo), and define a sequence of differential operators Definition 1. A function (p(t) defined on (0, oo) is called a "generalized completely monotonie" function on (0, oo) (abbreviated GCM on (0, oo)) with respect to {w¡(t)}¡t0 provided <¡>(t) is of class C"on (0, oo) and satisfies the inequalities 
The function un(t) is the unique solution of the (n+ l)th order differential equation /)"/)"_! ■ • • D0w = 0 subject to the boundary conditions uw(a) = 0, i=0, 1,..., n -1, and w(n)(a) = n?=o wt(a). The representation (2.3) corresponds to an expansion of (p(t) about a finite point in terms of {un} while the representation (1.1) and the analog we shall obtain below in (2.9) correspond to expansions at co. It should be noted here and in the following that the classical situation corresponds to the special choice Wi(t)=l, i=0, 1. In this case Dn-X ■■■ D0<¡>(t) = </><n)(0 and un(t) = (t-arin\.
We shall have need of an alternate definition of the convex cone of GCM functions which is expressed in terms of certain determinant inequalities.
Definition 2. A function <f> defined on (0, oo) belongs to k(u0, ux,..., un) and is called convex with respect to u0, ux,...,un if for every set of n + 2 points {t^¡¿2 satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ <tn+2 the determinant inequality
where k+ denotes the cone of continuous nonnegative functions on (0, oo). It is proved in Karlin and Studden [3] (see also Karlin and Ziegler [4] ) that the convex cone ^ coincides with the class of GCM functions. Note that when wt(t) = l the cones k(1) and *(1, t) correspond to the nonincreasing and convex functions respectively. Throughout the entire paper we shall assume that the sequence {w^t)}^ 0 is such that there exists a function f(t) defined on [0, oo) such that 1. 0</(0<l,re[0,oo), 2. 1 -f(t) Í Wi(t) g 1 +fi(t), t e [0, co), i= 1, 2,..., 3. Iinw/(r)=0, 4 . J0V(0<*<«>.
We assume further that w0(0-l otherwise we would replace <f> by <pjw0. These assumptions state that the functions w¡(í) are asymptotically one at r=co in a rather strong sense. Let We note that in the situation where wk(t) = 1 +g(t), k=l, 2.for some fixed function g the expression (2.7) reduces to T(/;x) = exp{-x(i + G(0)} where G(t)=P0g(£) d£. The expression (2.9) in this case may be derived directly from (1.1).
In order to state the analog of (1.2) we introduce the operators Ln defined, at least on GCM functions, by
Theorem 2. Suppose that for a given measure p on [0, co) the integral (2.11) ¿(r)= r^(t;x)dp(x) Jo converges for all r 2: a0 2:0 and that a and b are continuity points of p. Then under assumptions 1-4 (2.12) lim f (Ln<p)(t) dt = p{(a, b)}.
Theorem 2 immediately implies that the measure p corresponding to each GCM function <f>(t) is unique. We shall prove the representation in Theorem 1 first for the case where </>(0 + )<co and then extend the result using Theorem 2. The more precise analog to (1.2) is given below under conditions which are clearly stronger than necessary.
Theorem 3. // (2.13)
where f(x) is bounded and continuous on [0, co) then lim Ln<t>(t) = fit), t>0.
n-too
With the aid of Theorems 1 and 2 the following result is immediate.
Theorem 4. Let K denote the convex set of GCM functions for which 0(0+) = 1. Then the extreme points of K are the functions </>x(t) = x¥(t; x), x^0. (The extremal rays of the cone of GCM functions are rays {X(px(t) \ A 2:0}.)
Note that the set K consists of those GCM functions for which ^ dp=\ and the representation (2.9) is an extreme point representation. The left side of (3.2) follows similarly. Proof. Since the differentiation is on the t variable the factor P(0; x) plays no role. The validity of (3.3) is proven by induction. Since we have assumed w0(t) = l D0(e-xtP(t; x)) = j( \e~xt+x £° e~x%(0 dè + ^ e"*< | xkfk(èfYH-i{f, 0 #]• Note that dYJj, i)/dt= -wx(tyYk_x(t; £; 1) and that differentiation past the integral and sum are readily justified on the basis of Lemma 1. Therefore D0(e~xtP(t; x)) = -xe-xt-xe-xtfx(t)-wx(t) f" «-*< £ ffitffîi. Proof. Equation (3.7) follows readily from (3.6) while (3.7) isproven by induction. The case n = \ is immediate. Assuming (3.7) true for n we then have *.+ i(»; x) = j" wn+1(vf¥n(t; v) dv = j* nO; ,) A] + f*fn+l(Vy¥n(t; r,) dr, +j*fnMx?,(t;v)d>}.
The term (77 -r)n can be integrated directly. For the « terms in the sum we interchange the order of integration on i and rj and integrate the term (r¡ -t;)"'". We thus have T.+1(r; x) = ^-+ 2 J, /Mo*.-*; 0 y}^ * which completes the induction. the uniformity will follow since it is easily seen that the limit function T(r; x) is continuous in x. Considering equation (3.7) we note that the ratio of the terms (njx-t)nln\ and (n/x)n/n! converges to e'xt. It thus suffices to show that (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) [ Proof of Theorem 2. If the measure p. is such that J"¿° T(r; x) dp.(x)<oo for all r>0, then on the basis of the inequality (3.2) we have P Y(t; x) dp.(x) ^ f " exp {-x[r+2F(oo)]} dp.(x)
Jo Jo (4.1) e~A* dp.(x) < oo, A > 2F(ao).
> so that
In this case /*co (4.2) xn + 1e~Ax dp(x) < co for all n and A > 2F(oS). Using the bounds from Lemma 1 we observe that for t e [a, b]
Now by
Moreover the function ( _ (nx)n + 1e-nxlt "At, X) -^n + 2"| is a density function on (0, co) with mean x and variance x2¡(n-1), i.e. Since J"™ e'Ax dp(x) < oo for A >2F(<x>) it suffices to show that (4.9) i hn(t; x) dt £ Kx exp {-K2x} where K2 > 5F(oo).
Jo
We note that Ja hn(t; x) dt=\ for all x so that it suffices to obtain (4.9) for x greater than some number which is independent of n. Now çb Ç» (nx)n + 1e-nxlt , rxiazne~z, The exponent is decreasing in n whenever x > 2b log 2. Therefore hn(t; x) dx g 2 exp {n0 log 2} exp {-n0x/2b} Ja provided n 2: «0 and x > 2¿> log 2. Choosing «0 such that n0 > 2b(5F(cc)) completes the proof. Considering the integral over \x-tn\<e we observe in (4.10) that the term wn+x(n/t)Pn(nlt;x)(n+ l)/n can be made uniformly close to one. Since [P(0 ; x)]'fi(x) is bounded and continuous on \x-tn\ ^ e it follows that the first integral approaches /(/). To verify that the second integral converges to zero we note that LnY(t;x)f(x) S (n + l)wn+x(nlt)P(0; t)BeAxgn(x, t)/n where sup0gxgoo/(x)^5 and A^ [2F(co) -F(n/t)]. An argument similar to the above readily shows that lim eÁxgn(x, t) dx = 0.
n-*00 J\x-tn\is
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall first establish the representation in Theorem 1 for those GCM functions such that <£(0+)<oo. Once this has been established we can extend the result by noting first that <f>(t) = <p(t + e) for e > 0 has <£(0) < co and is contained in the cone generated by the system {w,(i + e)}(" 0. In this case
where Pe(t ; x) is defined as in (2.8) using the system {w^t+e)}. A change of variable shows that ps(t;x) = i+T ,-*«-« 2 xmePu-iQ+'ioti-
It then follows from (4.11) that <p(t) = j " W(t; x) dve(x) iort^e where dve(x) = exeP(0; x)¡P(e; x) dp,6(x).
However by Theorem 2 the measure corresponding to any <f> is unique so that dve = dp. is independent of e and hence <t>(t) = [v(t;x)dp.(x).
We now consider the case where <f> is a GCM function such that <£(04-)<oo. We shall assume without loss of generality that <£(0+) = l. The case <£(0+)=0 is trivial since </> is nonincreasing and hence identically zero.
Appealing to [3, p. 387] Jo +
